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DESIGN PROMPT





BACKGROUND



Archivist, Archival Theory Lecturer
I’ve worked as a Civil Rights Archivist and Maritime Archivist, and currently lecture 
and advise in archival theory and archival practice.

User Experience Designer
As a UX designer and usability researcher, I employ human-centered and empathy- 
driven design techniques to design interfaces and services that support people. 

Radical Knowledge Designer
I study how the design of information affects its consumption and comprehension, 
designing for new forms of liberatory, transformative, anti-racist, redemptive, 
anti-capitalist, humane knowledge. 





What I Mean When I Say:

Design
Archive

Digital Self
Digital Society

 



Design & Design Thinking
A process, a practice, a set of visual choices, finding solutions to problems.

Design combines functionality and aesthetics to create an experience. 

Everything is designed. 

With varying levels of intention, consideration, and transparency.

“Design thinking is a non-linear, iterative process which seeks to understand users, 
challenge assumptions, redefine problems and create innovative solutions to 
prototype and test.” - Interaction Design Foundation



The Archive
“It’s complicated” or, “It’s contested”

Arkheion - the dwelling of the arkhon, the records keeper.

A site of storage, forgetting, of violence, erasure, accountability, justice, inclusion.

Potential activation of memory.

A mediated construction.

What has survived, what was in the best position to survive.

The named, described, the accessible.



Digital Self
Identity construction and exploration.

Projected, curated, multi-faceted, controlled, re-mixed.

Embodied and disembodied.

Professional, personal, confessional, anonymous, connected.

Tracked, targeted, scraped.

Easily lost, outside our control once disseminated  .



Digital Society
Great good place, a third place (Oldenberg, Lessig).

Interest- and identity-based connections, rather than geographic.

Networked information society (Rainie and Wellman).

Visibly enacted on social media platforms,

Increasingly corporatized space, data as currency.

No longer something we can opt out of (Zeynep Tufekci).

Muddled by bots and malicious actors. 



Thinking About:

What We Share
Why We Share
What We Lose

Archival Agency

 



A Semi-Organized Brain Dump
What we are sharing: our joy, fears, illness, triumph! Meals, outfits, expressions of 
self! Opinions, interests, questions! In short, our humanity. 

Why we are sharing: To connect, to notify/warn, to amplify, to unburden, to 
educate/correct, to preserve (fitfully), to let others know we were here. 

What we are losing/risking: our privacy, safety, context/nuance, control of 
narrative, freedom from pervasive capitalism, our democracy.

What we need: meaningful connections, control, transparency, 



DESIGN THINKING 
IN THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE



Yvonne & Alex

DocNow is a community and set of 
tools developed around supporting 

the ethical collection, 
use, and preservation of 

social media content.



Project Origin

Mike Brown / #blacklivesmatter

Bergis Jules and Ed Summers

Activists in Ferguson, MO

Mainstream media manipulation

Calls for ethics and accountability

Quote from #Ferguson is Everywhere: Initiators in emerging counterpublic networks



An Intentionally Designed Community







Designing for:

Meaningful Inclusion
Longitudinal Context

Informed Consent
Empowerment & Ownership

 



Caswell, Michelle and Marika Cifor. “From Human Rights to Feminist Ethics: 
Radical Empathy in Archives.” Archivaria 81 (Spring 2016): 23-43.



Thinking Laterally About Users
Content creators, the documented, archivists, researchers, journalists.

Users - Contributors - Collaborators - The Used - Creators - Profiters - Remixers



Human- & Empathy-Centered Design
Listening to people! And supporting their time financially. 



Human- & Empathy-Centered Design
What they are sharing: 1% of their activism, that which they feel safe in sharing, 
showing their work and struggles, responses and after-the-fact documentation.

Why they are sharing: To counteract mainstream narratives, to show the truth on 
the ground, to make the story real and personal. 

What they are losing/risking: Their safety, their privacy, their sense of the internet 
as a positive space, their ability to control their narrative, their free time.

What they need: funding, support, power, time to heal, protection from negative 
forces, to be a part of the conversation about the broader story.



Archival Practice & Principles: Appraisal



Designing for:

Meaningful Inclusion
Longitudinal Context

Informed Consent
Empowerment & Ownership

 



Archival Practice & Principles: Description



Designing for:

Meaningful Inclusion
Longitudinal Context
Informed Consent

Empowerment & Ownership

 



Social Humans is a set of labels dedicated to empowering 
content creators and informing users of creator intent



The Problem
Social media is being used by researchers in archives and academia across many 

disciplines. 

The terms of service set forth by private social platforms have proven insufficient 

for expressing the intent and wishes of content creators, protecting vulnerable and 

marginalized communities in these spaces, or identifying malicious actors and 

removing their content. 

Activists are being doxxed, attacked, misrepresented; bots are treated as people; 

researchers are seeking ways go beyond legal rights to practice professional ethics. 



Design Process
Conducted literature review of social media reuse and user perceptions

Created user personas, surveyed user groups for needs

Analyzed social media datasets available through archives and repositories

Explored metaphoric language for visual imagery

Designed labels including an image, phrase, and descriptive sentence

Sketched potential functionality for archival practice



Draft Label 
“Un-network me”



User Persona
“Content Creator”







From Design to Development
Story map functionality in digital archives platforms

Test and refine labels with various user communities

Develop protocols for donor relations and finding aids

Build labelling system into DocNow tools



Designing for:

Meaningful Inclusion
Longitudinal Context

Informed Consent
Empowerment & Ownership

 



Documenting Activism Now







CHALLENGE



 @ PDA

Recognize Creative Processes
Redefine the Problem

Identify Non-Extractive Support
Find Sideways Solutions

Introduce Play

 



THANK YOU!


